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Two methods for computing the entropy of hard-sphere systems using a spherical tether model are explored which
allow the efficient use of event-driven molecular-dynamics simulations. An intuitive derivation is given that relates the
rate of particle collisions, either between two particles or between a particle and its respective tether, to an associated
hypersurface area which bounds the system’s accessible configurational phase-space. Integrating the particle-particle
collision rates with respect to sphere diameter (or, equivalently, density) or the particle-tether collision rates with respect
to tether length then directly determines the volume of accessible phase space and, therefore, the system entropy. The
approach is general and can be used for any system composed of particles interacting with discrete potentials in fluid,
solid, or glassy states. The entropies calculated for the liquid and crystalline hard-sphere states using these methods are
found to agree closely with the current best estimates in the literature, demonstrating the accuracy of the approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
The equilibrium thermodynamic properties of a material,
including its phase behavior, are dictated by the dependence
of its free energy on the state variables. For fluids, the free
energy relative to the ideal-gas state can be accurately de-
termined by a straightforward thermodynamic integration in
density. Crystalline states, however, are typically separated
from fluid states (and, consequently, the ideal gas) by a first-
order transition. Interfacial effects will dominate in any di-
rect crystal-solid co-existence simulation, thus other indirect
methods need to be employed to reliably calculate the free en-
ergy.
There have been a number of attempts to modify model flu-
ids to construct a continuous thermodynamic path between an
ideal state and the crystalline state. Hoover and Ree originally
introduced the single occupancy (SO) cell model1 to demon-
strate the existence of a first-order melting transition for hard-
sphere systems and quantitatively determined the fluid and
solid coexistence densities. In the SO model, space is par-
titioned into cells based on Voronoi polyhedra created from
the sites of the crystal lattice under investigation, for example
the face-centered cubic (FCC) lattice. The center of each par-
ticle is then constrained to remain in its respective cell. This
model lowers the entropy of the fluid state by preventing free
movement, and this softens, but does not eliminate, the first
order freezing transition. Regardless, thermodynamic integra-
tion can be carried out over this small transition to connect
the crystalline and ideal gas state, and this was successfully
used to settle a long debate over the most stable structure for
mono-sized spheres2,3. In crystalline states, the SO cell model
and unmodified hard-sphere system are assumed to be equal,
as the particles themselves confine each other to the centers
of the Vornoi polyhedra, thus preventing interactions with the
SO cell boundaries. This method was used to quantitatively
demonstrate that the FCC lattice is more stable than the HCP
lattice for hard sphere systems.
A variation of the SO model was later proposed by Speedy4,
where the particles are instead restricted to remain within a set
distance from their respective lattice sites, rather than within
Voronoi polyhedra (i.e., they are tethered to a lattice). This
tethered particle model (TPM) used spherical square-wells as
the tether potential, which allows the more efficient simula-
tion of cell collisions and somewhat simplifies the theoretical
analysis. This is the foundation of the approach adopted and
extended in this work.
This spherical tether approach has been generalized to ar-
bitrarily shaped particles and implemented using an event-
driven MD algorithm5, although the derivation is limited to
near-jammed conditions (e.g., solid states that are dynam-
ically arrested). This was successfully used to accurately
calculate the free energy of different crystal phases, as well
glassy states, of hard-sphere systems. Many other approaches
use a tethering potential to tie particles to specific positions
(e.g., a lattice) to determine the free energy of the untethered
crystal/jammed system. In the Einstein crystal approach for
obtaining the free energy of crystalline systems6,7, molecules
are tethered to sites of a perfect lattice using a harmonic po-
tential. The stiffness of the potential can be continuously ad-
justed, and this can be used to relate the system back to a
perfect Einstein crystal, where the molecules do not interact
significantly with each other and which has an exactly known
free energy. This continuous transformation between the sys-
tem and the perfect Einstein crystal can be used to compute
the free energy of the system.
Other, more elaborate methods that involve the use of teth-
ers have been developed in order to more efficiently calculate
the free energy, such as the self-referential methods of Sweat-
man and co-workers8–10, the Schilling-Schmid algorithm11,
and the interface pinning method12. These are nicely com-
pared and reviewed by Sweatman13. More generally, tether
models can be considered as confining the motion of the sys-
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tem to a particular region in phase space. Typically only the
positional degrees of freedom are tethered; however, restricted
velocity dynamics have also proven useful14,15 and may be
considered a form of tethering in phase space. The consider-
ation of the effect of the tether in configurational phase space
is a crucial concept to the derivations presented here.
For simplicity, this work focuses on hard-sphere systems
although it readily generalizes to any particle system that in-
teract through discrete potentials. Hard-sphere systems play
an important role in the understanding of the behavior of flu-
ids and solids. They capture the excluded volume interactions
between molecules which often dominate the structure of flu-
ids16. Consequently, hard spheres have often been used as a
starting point for the development of perturbation theories for
more complex models. The tether model of Speedy4 is revis-
ited here, and a novel approach for calculating free energy in
any state, including fluids, glasses, or crystals, is derived. As
a demonstration of the efficiency of the approach, new high
accuracy free energy calculations for the hard-sphere crystal
are performed.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, the tether model of Speedy is revisited. The collision
statistics and thermodynamics of this model are described, in-
cluding the ideal tether model, where the spheres do not inter-
act with each other, and its relationship to the standard ideal
gas model is established. It is demonstrated that the tether
model can provide a continuous path between the fluid and
solid phases which avoids crossing a first order phase transi-
tion for certain ranges of the tether length. In Sec. III, the
collision rates of tethered systems, both with other spheres
and with the tethering potential that keeps the spheres within
their cells, are related to the geometry of phase space. In par-
ticular, these collision rates are directly related to the areas
of surfaces that bound the region of phase space that is ac-
cessible by the system. These relations are used to develop
a method to compute the free energy of hard sphere systems
via an integration in tether length. These methods are used, in
Sec. IV, to determine the free energy of hard sphere systems
at various densities within the fluid and solid phases. These
calculations are all found to agree well with those previously
given in the literature. Finally, the key results of this paper are
summarized in Sec. V, along with a discussion of directions
for future work.
II. THE TETHERED PARTICLE MODEL
This work considers a system of hard-sphere particles teth-
ered to a lattice using a square-well potential which is equal
to zero within a spherical region around the tether point and
infinitely large outside this region. This forces the center of
each particle to remain within a tether “cell” and is precisely
the model first introduced by Speedy4. A schematic represen-
tation of the system is presented in Fig. 1. The tether forces
particles to be within a distance rT of their respective tether
point, and so each particle center can explore at most a vol-
ume VT. This allows the definition of a tether packing fraction
φT = ρVT (where ρ is the particle number density), which may
take values greater than one if tether volumes overlap, as de-
picted in Fig. 1.
For particles tethered to points in a regular lattice, there is
a density ρT,0 below which the tether cells become separated
by more than a particle diameter σ , and the particles can no
longer interact with each other. This density can be easily
calculated from the lattice’s maximum packing fraction. For
example, for particles tethered to a face-centered cubic (FCC)















The max function prevents negative densities when tether cells
overlap, i.e., beyond the close-packed density φT ≥
√
2π/6.
From this expression a minimum tether radius rT,0 at which
interactions can occur can also be defined. For an FCC lattice,
this is given by









For ρ < ρT,0 (or, equivalently, rT < rT,0), there are only tether
collisions and no particle-particle collisions. The system is in
an “ideal” state, where the particles are independent of each
other and the pressure p is given by the ideal gas law (i.e.
β p = ρ , where β = 1/(kBT ) and kB is the Boltzmann con-
stant). It should be noted that the system is not ergodic in this
limit as collisional paths within a spherical domain preserve
the angle of incidence between the boundary and the particle.
Previous work4 has avoided this issue by ensuring rT > rT,0;
however, in this work it is preferred to thermalize the system
with a stochastic Andersen thermostat to provide rapid equi-
libration near the ideal state. The thermostat event mean free
time is controlled to be approximately 5% of the total event
count, which was chosen as it is a small additional computa-
tional cost of processing the thermostat events while provid-
ing rapid thermal equilibration. Each thermostat event ran-
domly selects a single particle and reassigns its velocity from
a gaussian distribution. This allows the collection of precise
points for all tether lengths, although it increases the drift in
the center-of-mass of the system which is discussed later.
The “ideal” TPM differs from the standard ideal gas for N
particles in a volume V , as each particle can only explore a
restricted volume VT and, consequently, the particles are dis-
tinguishable. The difference between the specific entropy of
the “ideal” tethered particle model s(ideal)T and a conventional
ideal gas s(ig) at the same temperature and density is then as
follows,














where Ω(ideal)T and Ω
(ig) are the microcanonical configurational
partition function (i.e. volume of configurational phase space
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of a two-dimensional tethered particle system in three different states: the “ideal” TPM (left) has particles tethered
such that no particle-particle interactions can occur. The TPM fluid (middle) allows interactions and the conventional fluid (right) is simply the
limit of infinite tether length. Black circles represent particles with diameter σ and black crosses represent the position of the particle centers.
Dashed, shaded circles represent the confining tether cells with radius rT whose centers are indicated with black diamonds.
accessible by the system) for the “ideal” TPM and the conven-







T (N,V ) =V
N
T . (4)
The factor of N! is absent for the TPM system because the
particles are assigned to specific cells, making them distin-
guishable.
It is important to note that, for hard sphere systems, there is
only kinetic energy and there is no interaction energy; conse-
quently, in the absence of an external field, the internal energy
of hard sphere systems has no configurational contribution
and behaves identically to that of an ideal gas. In this case,
the residual Helmholtz free energy F res (i.e. deviation from
an ideal gas with the same temperature, volume, and num-
ber of particles) is directly related to the residual entropy as
F res =−T Sres. The residual entropy is the focus of this work,
but it is interchangeable with the residual Helmholtz free en-
ergy.
The presence of the tether potential restricts the volume of
phase space available to a system, and so the entropy of the
tethered system is always equal to or lower than the unteth-
ered system. The influence of the tether on the properties of
the system is related to the frequency of the tether collisions.
When rT < rT,0, the portion of phase space that can be ex-
plored by the system is fully dictated by the tether, and the sys-
tem properties will be identical to that of the ideal tether parti-
cle model. As the tether length increases so that rT > rT,0 (or,
equivalently, density increases such that ρ > ρT,0), particle-
particle interactions can take place. For moderate values of
the density, tether collisions still occur and the tether still acts
to confine the system to a subset of its phase space; however,
particle-particle overlaps now further restrict the system to a
smaller region. This is referred to here as the tether “fluid”
state. The tether potential decreases the entropy and, there-
fore, the stability of the fluid state. This reduction in stabil-
ity can be controlled precisely by adjusting the tether length.
Through proper choice of the tether length, the fluid state can
made less stable than the crystalline state, which is weakly
affected by the presence of the tether provided the crystal pre-
vents diffusion of the particles. This might present an inter-
esting opportunity to construct a continuous thermodynamic
path between the ideal tether state and the crystalline state.
The effect of tethering on the fluid-solid transition is explored
in the following section.
A. Fluid-solid transition in the tethered particle model
To illustrate the influence of the tether potential, calcula-
tions are performed for systems of N hard spheres at constant
absolute temperature T with diameter σ and mass m using
DynamO, an open-source event-driven molecular dynamics
(MD) simulation package17. The key dimensionless parame-
ters of the system are the reduced density ρσ3 and the reduced
tether length rT/σ .
The variation of the compressibility factor Z = β p/ρ
(where p is the pressure, β = 1/(kBT ), and kB is the Boltz-
mann constant) of the TPM with density is shown in Fig. 2
for different values of φT in comparison to the conventional
hard-sphere system (i.e. with no tethering) and that of an ideal
gas (where Z = 1). Simulations are not run below the mini-
mum interaction density ρT,0 corresponding to each value of
φT, as the compressibility factor is exactly equal to the ideal
value (i.e. Z = 1) below this density. At moderate densities
where ρ > ρT,0, the smaller tether volumes restrict the mo-
tion of the particles and thus reduce the particle-particle colli-
sion rate which is directly proportional to the system pressure.
At densities above the crystal transition, all systems converge
to the standard hard sphere crystal system, highlighting their
equivalence in this limit.
For the untethered hard-sphere system, there is a first order
transition from a fluid phase to a solid phase; the coexistence
region is bracketed by the vertical dashed lines in Fig. 2. As
expected, the simulations display a metastable fluid branch
due to their finite size and duration; however, as φT decreases,
the system appears to approach an extension of the crystalline
branch with no indication of a first-order transition appear-
ing for φT ≈ 0.5 and lower. This is confirmed by examining
the numerical derivative of the pressure with density which
remains positive for φT ≤ 0.5 (see inset of Fig. 2). Thus,
for sufficiently small values of φT, there seems to be a con-
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FIG. 2. The compressibility factor Z and its numerical derivative
(inset) as a function of reduced density ρσ3 for hard sphere TPM
systems with φT = 0.1 (red), φT = 0.2 (green), φT = 0.5 (orange), and
φT = 1 (blue). Data are shown for simulations containing N = 2916
spheres and are only run above ρ > ρT,0. Black circles represent
conventional (untethered) hard-sphere simulations. The horizontal
solid black line indicates ideal compressibility. Vertical dashed black
lines highlight the untethered hard-sphere fluid-solid transition zone
(freezing density ρσ3 ≈ 0.937; melting density ρσ3 ≈ 1.035). The
standard deviation in pressure measurements are smaller than the
symbol size.
tinuous thermodynamic path between the high-density hard-
sphere solid and the low density “ideal” tether model limit.
This thermodynamic path can be easily understood in terms of
a phase diagram for the tether model system and is depicted
by the vertical dashed line labeled path 1 in Fig. 3. Thermo-
dynamic integration along this path can be used to establish
the entropy (and thus the free energy) of the crystalline state
with respect to the ideal tether model, as given in Eq. (3).
The red dashed line in Fig. 3 denotes a rough boundary,
above which tether events are so rare (in this case less than a
fraction 10−7 of total events) that the system closely resem-
bles the untethered hard sphere crystal, thus the free energies
of the tethered and untethered hard sphere crystal are assumed
equal in this limit. The exact boundary of the ideal tether state
is shown as a solid blue curve in Fig. 3, and it is immedi-
ately apparent that the ideal and crystalline states can be con-
tinuously connected using thermodynamic integration along a
second path using tether length as the variable (see path 2 in
Fig. 3); however, it is not immediately apparent what the rel-
evant thermodynamic force and work terms are in this case.
Section III discusses this further, but first, the practicalities
of implementing the standard thermodynamic integration ap-
proach along path 1 are outlined.
B. Thermodynamic integration
The entropy of a fluid hard-sphere system at any density can
be obtained via thermodynamic integration with reference to
FIG. 3. An illustration of the reduced density ρσ3 and tether packing
fractions φT at which the tethered hard-sphere system enters various
“phases”. The crosses (red) indicate the upper density where a N =
2916 system run for 2×109 events had more than 100 tether events.
The dashed line (red) is added as a guide to the eye to indicate that
the systems above this density have crystalized on the tether lattice
and particles cannot interact with their tether anymore. The point at
φT = 0 is exact and equal to the FCC close packing density ρσ3 =√
2. The lower solid curve (blue) indicates when the tether length
prevents inter-particle interactions thus it denotes the “ideal” tether
state. The grey area is a guide to the eye and indicates where first-
order transitions are observed numerically.
the ideal gas state,







where sres is the residual entropy. This integration is also ap-
plicable to path 1 of Fig. 3 in the tether model for all densities
as it is continuous and avoids the first-order transition. The
tether model can then be related back to the untethered ideal
gas by accounting for the difference in the entropy of the ideal
states (see Eq. (3)),

















The thermodynamic integration is chosen to begin at the den-
sity ρT,0 where particles begin to interact (i.e. Eq. (1)), as be-
low this density the integrand is zero. The only approximation
required to determine the crystal state free energy of the un-
tethered system is to assume the equivalence to the tethered
system at sufficiently high densities: that is, for hard spheres





sT (ρ) . (7)
This assumption is true in the FCC crystal which prevents
diffusion if care is taken to also prevent the center-of-mass
drifting during simulation. Tether collisions do not preserve
momentum and so Speedy4 modified his tether dynamics to
rebalance the system momentum on tether impacts. This ap-
proach is not done here due to its computational cost, instead
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FIG. 4. A schematic depiction of configurational phase space for
(a) a hard-sphere system, (b) a tightly-tethered hard-sphere system,
and (c-d) loosely-tethered hard-sphere systems. The point illustrates
a state of a system at a particular time (~Γ) and the arrow indicates
its trajectory through phase space ~̇Γ The dark areas are regions of
phase space that are disallowed due to sphere-sphere overlaps while
the white areas correspond to the phase space volume accessible to
the system. Regions are faded where the tether also prevents the sys-
tem from entering it. The surfaces that bound the accessible region
due to the tether potential are highlighted in blue, while the surfaces
corresponding to particle-particle contact are highlighted in red. The
tethered and untethered systems are exactly equivalent if the accessi-
ble regions are the same (i.e. (a) ≡ (d)). This requires the system to
be confined to a particular region of phase space by the interactions
(i.e. a crystal without diffusion) and that the tether is sufficiently long
for it to fall outside the accessible phase space (i.e. (d)).
this effect is explored while examining the system size depen-
dence of the results.
III. PHASE SPACE GEOMETRY
In this section, the collisions rates in a tethered hard-sphere
system are related to the geometry of its phase space. The con-
figurational phase space of a hard sphere system is schemat-
ically depicted in Fig. 4(a). The space is constructed by col-
lecting all of the positions of the N hard spheres into a single
vector Γ ≡ (r1,r2, . . . ,rN), where ri is the position of sphere
i in the system. This vector then traces out a trajectory over
time within the configurational phase space with a velocity,
Γ̇≡ (v1,v2, . . . ,vN), where vi is the velocity of sphere i in the
system. Excluded volume interactions between the spheres
will prohibit the system from entering regions in phase space
where spheres overlap (depicted by the dark area in Fig. 4),
thus confining the trajectory of the system to within an “ac-
cessible” region (white area in Fig. 4(a)). The hypervolume Ω
of this accessible phase space is directly related to the entropy
of the system by the Boltzmann-Planck equation S = kB lnΩ.
The boundary between the allowed and disallowed regions of
phase space (depicted by the red line in Fig. 4) corresponds to
two spheres being in contact with each other, aside from some
measure-zero higher-order contacts, and this boundary has an
associated hypersurface area Σ.
A hard-sphere system evolving through time traces a
straight line through phase space as there are no forces be-
tween collisions. Collisions between spheres correspond to
the trajectory reflecting from a point on the phase space
boundary corresponding to where the colliding pair of spheres
are in contact; the trajectory will then reflect from the bound-
ary and continue to travel in a straight line until it encoun-
ters another boundary in phase space. The process is then
repeated.
When a square-well tether potential is applied, the acces-
sible region of phase space becomes an intersection of the N
tether volumes and the accessible volume of the untethered
system. An illustration of two systems with different tether
lengths is given in Figs. 4(b) and (c). The tether restricts the
motion of the system, and the system trajectory can now re-
flect off the tether boundary (see the blue line in Figs. 4(b)
and (c)). For short enough tether lengths, the system can
only interact with the tether (see Fig. 4(b)); however, at longer
tether lengths, portions of the sphere-sphere collision bound-
ary will intrude into the accessible region (see Fig. 4(c)). If
the exposed hypersurface area of the tether potential (see the
blue line in Fig. 4(c)) can be measured, it can be numerically
“extruded” by varying the tether length, and thus the acces-
sible volume can be measured. The following section details
the specifics of this approach, and how hypersurface areas in
phase space might be linked to collision rates.
A. Collision rates and hypersurface areas in phase space
If the system is ergodic, the hypersurface area of the various
boundaries that confine the system to a particular region of
phase space are directly related to the rate at which the system
collides with the respective boundary. In this picture, standard
kinetic theory arguments give an expression for the average
collision rate Ṅ that the system makes with a section of the
phase space boundary of area Σ as follows,





where n̂Σ is a unit vector that is normal to the surface pointing
outward from the accessible phase space volume, and ρΩ is
the number density of systems in the phase space. As only one
system is considered to be inside phase space here, ρΩ = 1/Ω.







The ratio of the hypersurface area to the accessible phase
space volume is directly related to the collision rate of the sys-
tem with this hypersurface, divided by the mean velocity of
its approach to the hypersurface. Therefore, the various colli-
sion rates give an indication of the relative exposed hypersur-
face areas corresponding to each type of event (i.e. collision
between spheres or collision between a sphere and its tether
potential). In the next sections, these different collisions are
considered in more detail.
B. Particle-particle collisions
For hard sphere systems, points in phase space where two
particles overlap are not accessible (the black region in Fig. 4).
The region of phase space the system is allowed to explore is
bounded by surfaces that correspond to configurations where
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various pairs of particles are in contact (the red line in Fig. 4).
If the diameter σ of the hard spheres increases by dσ , the
excluded region of phase space will become larger, and the
allowed region of phase space will become smaller (i.e. dΩ <
0). This corresponds to the bounding surfaces being displaced
normally by a distance dσ inwards towards the accesible vol-
ume of phase space. The corresponding decrease in the acces-
sible volume is quantitatively given by
dΩ =−Σdσ . (10)
The negative sign appears because an increase in the particle
diameter decreases the accessible phase space volume. Using
Eq. (9), we can relate this to the the particle-particle collision
rate Ṅ,
d lnΩ =− Ṅ〈Γ̇ · n̂Σ〉
dσ . (11)
The projection of the velocity Γ̇ of the system normal to the
surface is simply the relative velocity of the colliding pair of
spheres, which is distributed according to the following,
frel(v) = (2πβ µ)e−β µv
2/2, (12)
where µ = m/2 is the reduced mass of the colliding pair of
spheres. As a result, the mean speed at which the system ap-
proaches a phase space boundary corresponding to a sphere-
sphere collision is given by
〈Γ̇ · n̂Σ〉= 〈v jk · r̂ jk〉= (πβm)−1/2, (13)
where j and k are the indices of two colliding particles,
r jk = r j − rk is their relative position, and v jk = v j − vk is
their relative velocity.
For a fixed number of particles, a change in particle diame-





where D is the dimensionality (in this case, D = 3). Substitut-



















where it should be noted that the derivative of the entropy is
directly related to the pressure p of the system.
The above expression for the pressure accounts only for
portions of phase space excluded by sphere overlaps. If the
spheres in the system are confined to a particular volume in
space, then there will be an additional term corresponding
to the ideal gas contribution. If the portion of collisions of




















where V0 is the average volume available for the insertion of
an additional sphere, and S0 is the average surface area of that











where Vf is the volume available for the center of a given
sphere to move when all other spheres are frozen in their po-
sitions, and S f is the surface area of that volume.
If the expression for the phase space area over volume in
terms of the collision rate, given in Eq. (9), is substituted into







This is simply the standard collision rate expression for the
system pressure for hard sphere systems20,21. While this result
is not new, it validates the approach to be used for tether col-
lisions which can provide direct measurement of free-energy
changes.
C. Tether collisions
For a tethered system, the accessible phase space will not
only be restricted by particle-particle overlaps, but also by the
tether. Increasing the length of the tether will potentially in-
crease the volume of phase space accessible to the system. To
determine the accessible volume ΩT of phase space for the
tethered model, the hypersurface area ΣT associated with the
tether interactions which are accessible by the system can be
extruded by moving it slightly outwards in a direction nor-
mal to the hypersurface (i.e. parallel to n̂ΣT ). For the spheri-
cal tether potential used in this study, this extrusion is easily
achieved by increasing the tether length by an infinitesimal
distance drT:
dΩT = ΣT drT. (20)
This relation holds true as the tether potential hypersurface
can only be reached by the system if it appears in the ac-
cessible phase space volume of the untethered model (see
Fig. 4) which then becomes the accessible region of the teth-
ered model upon extrusion. If phase space is not simply con-
nected then this extrusion may only measure the volume of
phase space accessible to the initial ensemble, which allows
interesting studies of dynamically arrested states like glasses4.
A change of variables directly relates the change in acces-
sible volume to the change in the entropy of the system,











A straightforward integration yields the entropy change of a
tethered system with a change in tether length,










The system is assumed to be at constant temperature so that
the “velocity” Γ̇ of the system through phase space is given
by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. This implies that the
velocities of the each of the spheres are independent of each
other and also given by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution,
f (v) = (2π β m)−3/2 e−β mv
2/2. (23)
As each tether acts separately on a single particle, the surface
of phase space associated with it is parallel to the degrees of
freedom (dimensions) that correspond to the other particles.
Therefore, during an intersection with a tether hypersurface
other particles do not contribute to Γ̇ · n̂ΣT and only the veloc-
ity of the confined particle is relevant. Additionally, only the
component that is normal to the surface contributes and thus
the average phase trajectory velocity into the tether boundary




= 〈v · n̂〉= (2π β m)−1/2 . (24)
Combining this with Eq. (22) leads to the remarkably simple
result that entropy changes with tether length can be deter-
mined by simply monitoring the tether collision rate during a
series of simulations at different tether lengths.
To relate the tethered system to the untethered system for
the purpose of computing its entropy, two types of states are
considered. The first are states like those in a crystalline
phase, where the untethered system is confined to a phase
space volume which is relatively localized around the con-
figuration of the tether points due to close packing of its con-
stituent particles. In this case, a tethered system with a long
tether should not undergo tether collisions as these will be pre-
cluded by particle-particle collisions. In fact, verifying that
the tether events have reached zero is a test of this condi-
tion. At these conditions, the tethered system has exactly the
same “absolute” entropy as the untethered system, exploring
the same phase space volume (see Fig. 4(d)). The entropy for
systems in these types of states can be calculated by combin-
ing Eq. (24) and (22) to yield


















The integration has been shifted to start at the onset of par-
ticle interactions for computational efficiency. Donev and
co-workers5 use a closely related approach to compute the
entropy, where the integral is performed in a single simula-
tion where the tether length grows with time; however, their
derivation is restricted to close to the jammed state and uses
dynamic integration whereas Eq. (25) is evaluated at equilib-
rium. The practical usefulness of Eq. (25) depends on the
tether event rate approaching zero (i.e. ṄT → 0) at some fi-
nite value of rT so that the integral can be truncated; however,
this is not the case for fluid systems which will always interact
with the tether.
For systems in the fluid state, tether collisions will occur
no matter how long the tether length because, given enough
time, particles will eventually diffuse to the edge of their tether
“cell”. The entropy of tether systems in the fluid state can be
related to untethered systems by noting that the fraction of
phase space excluded by particle overlaps is the same for the

















Applying Eq. (22) twice for the tethered and ideal tethered
system gives the following identity,
s(ρ)− s(ig)(ρ)










where the lower bound of the integral can be rT,0 as below this
the integrand is zero. The ideal rate of tether events Ṅ(ideal)T
can be obtained via straightforward kinetic arguments or by a






Thus Eq. (25) provides a convenient thermodynamic integra-
tion path for crystalline state points while Eq. (28) provides a
path for fluid state points.
Whether Eqs. (25) or (28) are practically useful depends on
how quickly the integrals converge. To explore this, simula-
tion results for the tether collision rate are presented in Fig. 5
for a fluid system and a crystal system. Both integrals con-
verge remarkably quickly, which is surprising for the fluid
state but reflects the lack of long-range order in the system.
The minimum in tether rate for the liquid system indicates the
onset of melting of the tether lattice, unlike in the solid sys-
tem.
To verify the convergence behavior, the kernels of Eqs. (25)
and (28) are plotted in semi-log axis in Fig. 6. For the liquid
state, a tail persists to long tether lengths. Rather than attempt
to close this contribution by fitting an exponential tail, it is
simply truncated at long tether lengths for simplicity as its
contribution is small. The solid-state results demonstrate an
interesting N−1 dependence in the magnitude of the tail. This
effect can be explained by the drift of the simulation center-



















































FIG. 5. The variation of the tether event rate ṄT as a function of the
reduced tether length rT/σ for an NV T ensemble hard sphere system
tethered to an FCC lattice with N = 8788 at a reduced density of (a)
ρσ3 = 0.5 and (b) ρσ3 = 1.2. The (blue) dashed line represents
the reduced ideal tether event rate of Eq. (29). In the left figure,
the grey shaded area between the ideal event rate and the measured
tether event rate shows the integral of Eq. (28) used to calculate the
entropy of fluid systems. The shaded area below the measured cell
event rate in the right figure shows the integral of Eq. (25) used when
calculating the solid entropy. The vertical red dashed line shows the
minimum cell radius rT at which it is possible for particles to interact

















































FIG. 6. The kernel of the integral of Eq. (28) at ρσ3 = 0.5 (left)
and Eq. (25) at ρσ3 = 1.18 as a function of the tether length for
an NVT hard sphere system. A long decay is apparent in the fluid
integral (left) and also appears in the solid system (right); however,
it decreases with system size, and even disappears for large enough
systems, despite relatively high event counts for equilibration (104N)
and production (105N), due to the slow center-of-mass diffusion dy-
namics.
tether lengths. At larger system sizes the center-of-mass drift
is lower due to the higher averaging of the thermal fluctu-
ations reducing the center-of-mass velocity. Ultimately, the
larger system sizes are not run for long enough for the center-
of-mass to drift within interaction range of the tether leading
to the early truncation of the tail compared to smaller system
sizes. As this effect is system size dependent, it will be re-
moved later during the extrapolation to N→ ∞.
D. Summary
In this section, particle-particle and particle-tether event
rates in hard-sphere systems are linked to the geometry of
their accessible phase space. Particle-particle collision rates
are shown to be directly related to the pressure, in agreement
to previous work. Tether collision rates are found to provide
a method to calculate the volume of accessible phase space
(and thus also the system entropy). In the following section,
two techniques for calculating the system entropy are applied
to the hard-sphere system to compute the phase diagram.
IV. CALCULATION OF THE ENTROPY
In this section, estimates for the entropy of hard sphere
systems are obtained using the two methods described in the
previous sections. The first approach uses MD simulations
run at a single value of φT while different densities are sam-
pled (i.e., path 1 from Fig. 3). The second approach uses
simulations run at a single density while a range of tether
lengths are sampled (i.e., path 2 from Fig. 3). All simu-
lations are initialized in an FCC lattice, and the tether cell
for each particle is centered on the FCC lattice site for that
particle. Simulations are run over a range of system sizes,
N ∈ {500,864,1372,2048,2916,8788}, to allow an analysis
of the size dependence. Simulations are equilibrated for 104 N
events and run for at least 105 N total events, sometimes as
long as 106 N events, to collect statistics. This is performed
over ten or more production runs and three complete restarts
(new particle velocities on the FCC lattice), which allows the
estimation of the unbiased standard error in the mean values
reported. These error estimates are propagated through the
calculations to yield uncertainty estimates on all results, in-
cluding the integration and fitting operations.
A. Path 1: Density integration
For path 1, the integration of Eq. (6) is performed at 4
separate cell volume fractions φT = 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, and 1.0.
Simulations are performed at 200 separate densities spaced
evenly from ρT,0 to final densities ρσ3 = 1.21, 1.18, 1.13,
and 1.06, respectively. These densities are sufficiently high
for cell events to drop to zero in these simulations (see Fig. 3
for an illustration of this boundary). The trapezoidal rule is
used to evaluate the integral of Eq. (6), and the individual en-
tropy values obtained using this method are shown in Table I.
A linear fit in N−1 is used to extrapolate to N→ ∞, and an
example extrapolation is given in Fig. 7. The extrapolations
are all strongly linear, leading to a high confidence in the final
results which will be validated against the results from path 2
and the literature.
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TABLE I. Calculated residual entropy sres/kB for different system sizes N and number densities ρσ3 using the constant tether cell volume
fraction integration (path 1 of Fig. 3).
N ρσ3 = 1.06 ρσ3 = 1.13 ρσ3 = 1.18 ρσ3 = 1.21
500 −6.0887(2) −6.8650(2) −7.5199(2) −7.9726(2)
864 −6.0966(1) −6.8725(1) −7.5270(1) −7.9798(1)
1372 −6.1006(1) −6.87654(9) −7.5310(1) −7.985(5)
2048 −6.10311(9) −6.87889(8) −7.53317(8) −7.98605(5)
2916 −6.10466(9) −6.88034(7) −7.53466(7) −7.98753(4)
∞ −6.1078(4) −6.8835(3) −7.5377(4) −7.9906(4)











FIG. 7. Excess entropy as a function of particle number N calculated
using simulations (points) with a tether cell volume fraction of φT =
0.5 and a density of ρσ3 = 1.06. Error bars indicate the estimate of
standard error in the integral values but are smaller than the symbols.
The system sizes (right to left) are N ∈ {500, 864, 1372, 2048, 2916}
and the extrapolation (line) to give N → ∞ yields an intercept of
−6.1078(4).
B. Path 2: Tether length integration
Considering path 2 in Fig. 3, simulations at constant den-
sity with varying tether length are performed at the same
densities but are extended to include one liquid density of
ρσ3 = 0.5. In the liquid state, simulations are run from
rT/σ ∈ [rT,0/σ , 13] with a spacing of 0.02 for rT/σ ≤ 4 and
0.25 above rT/σ > 4. In the solid phase, simulations are
run from rT/σ ∈ [rT,0/σ , 10] with a spacing of 0.01σ for
rT/σ ≤ 0.5 and 0.1 above rT/σ > 0.5. The individual entropy
values are reported in Table II, including the linear extrapola-
tion in N−1 to the thermodynamic limit. Extrapolations are
again extremely linear, raising no concerns on the approach.
C. Comparison of approaches
The extrapolated results for both approaches are presented
in Table. III. To generate reference literature values, thermo-
dynamic integration is performed on the current best available
equations of state22. The reference absolute crystal entropy
of sres(ρσ3 = 1.04086)/kB = −5.9189(2) is also taken from
Ref. 22. Overall the agreement is excellent, both between the
methods and against literature, verifying the methods and the
extrapolation to the thermodynamic limit. The calculated liq-
uid entropy value is also in excellent agreement with other
reported values (i.e. −1.541(2) from Ref. 11). Averaging
over all results for path 2 using thermodynamic integration,
our estimate for the reference crystal entropy is sres(ρσ3 =
1.04086)/kB =−5.9168(4). This estimate for the crystal
free-energy can be used with the latest equations of state22
to estimate the fluid-solid coexistence point at a reduced liq-
uid number density of 0.93890(7), a reduced solid density of
1.03715(9), a reduced chemical potential of 16.053(4), and a
reduced pressure of 11.550(4). The uncertainties on these
values result from a propogation of uncertainty from the ref-
erence crystal energy above, and not any uncertainty in the
equations of state. Overall these values are all in close agree-
ment with the highly precise literature values concluding that
both approaches are reliable methods for extracting measure-
ments of the entropy.
Both approaches outlined here are high-precision routes to
the free-energy with comparable computational costs; how-
ever, Path 2 is more convenient as it can be applied to liquid
and crystalline states. Path 1 also requires a careful selection
of tether length to avoid transitions; however, Path 2 avoids
this difficulty. The variation of tether and particle collisions
with tether length calculated with Path 2 may also provide
further insight on the structure of phase space which is com-
pletely inaccessible in normal simulation. This is briefly dis-
cussed in the conclusions but further research is necessary to
understand the full insight available.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, the behavior of the tether particle model, first
introduced by Speedy4, is examined in detail. The variation of
the compressibility factor with density is shown for tethered
particles systems with different tether lengths. For the stan-
dard hard sphere system, and for tethered system with suffi-
ciently large tethers, there is a signature “kink” in the curve,
signalling a first order transition between the liquid and solid
phases. This “kink” is shown to weaken and vanish with de-
creasing tether length. Therefore, for sufficiently short tether
lengths, there is a continuous thermodynamic path between
the fluid and solid states. At very low densities where spheres
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TABLE II. Calculated residual entropy sres/kB for different system sizes N and number densities ρσ3 using the varying tether radius integration
(path 2).
N ρ σ3 = 0.5 ρ σ3 = 0.9 ρ σ3 = 0.93743 ρ σ3 = 1.03517 ρ σ3 = 1.06 ρ σ3 = 1.13 ρ σ3 = 1.18 ρ σ3 = 1.21
500 −1.55(1) −4.353(4) −5.13(2) −5.83(3) −6.081(9) −6.85(2) −7.51(2) −7.95(3)
2916 −1.546(5) −4.349(1) −4.893(9) −5.86(3) −6.104(9) −6.88(2) −7.53(2) −7.98(3)
8788 −1.550(4) −4.349(1) −4.850(5) −5.86(3) −6.108(9) −6.88(2) −7.54(2) −7.98(3)
∞ −1.548(4) −4.3484(9) −4.835(8) −5.8613(9) −6.1097(4) −6.8844(5) −7.5388(7) −7.984(1)
TABLE III. Residual entropy for the hard-sphere system for various
number densities calculated using both approaches. Reference values
are calculated using equations of state and crystal entropy reported
by Pierpzyk et al.22.
sres/kB
ρσ3 Path 1 Path 2 Ref. 22
0.5 − −1.548(4) −1.54670
0.9 − −4.3484(9) −4.37009
0.93743 − −4.835(8) −4.79695
1.03517 − −5.8613(9) −5.8633
1.06 −6.1078(4) −6.1097(4) −6.1106
1.13 −6.8835(3) −6.8844(5) −6.8846
1.18 −7.5377(4) −7.5388(7) −7.5388
1.21 −7.9906(4) −7.984(1) −7.9919
are spaced too far apart to interact, the tether system will reach
an ideal state, which is analytically solvable; the free energy
of this state is known exactly with respect to the “standard”
ideal gas state. At sufficiently high densities, which occur
in the solid phase, sphere-sphere collisions prevent the tether
interactions, and the tether system becomes indistiguishable
from the standard hard sphere system. Therefore, thermo-
dynamic integration can be directly used on MD simulations
of the TPM for sufficiently short tether lengths to compute
the free energy of solid hard sphere systems. This method is
shown to give highly precise estimates of the free energy in
the solid state.
By considering the tethered hard sphere system from the
perspective of its motion through phase space, the rates of
“collision” of the system with the bounding surfaces that en-
capsulate the phase space the system is allowed to explore
are directly related to the area of the bounding surface. For
boundaries that correspond to sphere-sphere contacts, this re-
lation can be used to derive the collision rate expression for
the pressure. These surfaces can be shifted by increasing pa-
rameters, such as the sphere diameter or the tether length. In-
tegrating the collision rates of the particles with the tether po-
tentials, we can directly determine the entropy of the system
with respect to the ideal TPM. This is found to be an efficient
method for calculating the entropy of hard sphere systems in
any state.
The decay of the tether collision rate with tether length was
found to exhibit two types of behavior, depending on whether
the system is fluid or solid. If the system is fluid, the cell col-





















FIG. 8. Variation of the tether (unfilled circles) and inter-particle
(filled circles) event rate as a function of the radius of the tether for
an N = 8788 hard sphere system tethered to an FCC lattice at ρσ3 =
0.93743. The dotted horizontal line is the particle-particle collision
rate in the fluid phase, and the dashed-dotted horizontal line is the
particle-particle collision rate in the FCC solid phase, as correlated
by Pieprzyk et al.22. The dashed line is the tether event rate in the
ideal fluid.
lision rate approaches the cell collision rate of an ideal TPM
as the tether becomes increasingly large (see Fig. 5(a)). In the
solid phase, the cell collision rate decays exponentially to zero
as the tether is lengthened (see Fig. 5), and eventually van-
ishes. As the tether is lengthened, portions of the boundary in
phase space corresponding to the tether interactions pass “be-
hind” the boundary corresponding to sphere-sphere contacts,
and it becomes increasingly more hidden from the system. As
a result, the tether collision rate decreases. Eventually, tether
collisions no longer occur, indicating that tether boundary is
completely hidden behind the sphere-sphere contact boundary
and is not longer accessible by the system. In this situation,
the sphere-sphere interactions confine the system to a rela-
tively small region of phase space.
Interestingly, at lower densities that are near solid coexis-
tence density, the decay of the tether collision rate no longer
monotonically decreases with the tether length, dramatically
increasing in value in some regions and even switching its
qualitative decay to zero. As an example, in Fig. 8 the event
rates for a system of particles tethered to an FCC lattice at
ρσ3 = 0.93743 is shown. This is very near the fluid freezing
density and, as the tether is lengthened, the cell collision rate
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decays rapidly toward zero, similarly to that found for high
density systems in the solid phase. The sphere-sphere colli-
sion rate appears to approach to a limiting value, which corre-
sponds to a solid-like pressure; for comparison, the collision
rate in a fluid at ρσ3 = 0.93743 is depicted as the dashed-
dotted line in Fig. 8. At rT/σ ≈ 0.69, the tether collision rate
“suddenly” begins to increase, and the sphere-sphere collision
rate “jumps” to a much greater value, which corresponds to
a liquid-like pressure; the sphere-sphere collision rate for a
solid at ρσ3 = 0.93743 is depicted in Fig. 8. Truncating at
ρσ3 = 0.93743 and integrating using Eq. (25) for solids gives
a residual entropy of sres = −4.96(2) which is remarkably
close to the FCC value of sres = −4.9636(4) from extrapo-
lating the EOS. While both approaches are being used outside
of their range of applicability, their agreement suggests the
tether model can be used to sample free energies of unstable
configurations provided there is a clear opportunity where the
tether rates approach either zero or the ideal limit. At longer
tether lengths in Fig. 8, the tether event rate begins to approach
the ideal TPM value after two “re-entries” which is expected
if the fluid is the stable phase. This behavior is reproducible
and not due to the lack of equilibration of the simulations and
is largely independent of system size for sufficiently large sys-
tems. It suggests that the FCC phase can still be distinguished
from the fluid phase using this tether approach. The ability to
separate unstable and stable configurations at the same density
from each other in tether length may help to provide further
insight into phase transitions in other systems, such as two-
dimensional hard disks, where this distinction is not clear and
is a focus of our future work.
The relationship of the the tether collision rates with the
geometry of phase space allows the closer examination of the
transition pathways between regions of phase space. The sur-
face area of the phase space boundary corresponding to the
tether contacts that are exposed to the system represents the
cross-sections of the “hallways” through which the system can
travel. The collision rate with the tether allows the determina-
tion of the surface area of sections of phase space not blocked
off by sphere overlaps. By increasing the tether length, we can
observe how the area of this transition hallway varies. This al-
lows the identification of bottlenecks, where this area reaches
a minimum, between regions of phase space that correspond
to different “macrostates” of the system (e.g., fluid and crys-
talline). The tether collision rate depicted in Fig. 8 corre-
sponds to a system where the FCC crystal region of phase
space is connected to the fluid region through relatively nar-
row pathways. The “areas” of these paths can be quantified,
which with further analysis, can be used to estimate transition
rates between these states. We are currently exploring devel-
oping this approach to examine the transition states and path-
ways of different systems, such as the nucleation of crystals
in hard sphere systems and the folding of polymers in helix
forming systems23–25.
While scope of this paper has been limited to single com-
ponent systems, the expressions in this work can easily be ex-
tended to any multicomponent, discontinuous potential sys-
tem. Additionally, in this work, the tethering potential was
considered to act on single spheres, confining them to be lo-
cated within a cell; however, this is only one example of a
tethering potential. Many other alternatives are possible and
it can be considered in much more general terms. For exam-
ple, the tethering potential might act between pairs of spheres
in order to keep them within a set distance from one another.
This type of tethering simulation can be used to obtain the po-
tential of mean force between particles or collections of par-
ticles, such as polymer chains. Another example is to confine
a group of spheres to within a certain cell. This would allow
the calculation of the entropy penalty of clustering spheres to
form aggregates. These offer interesting directions for future
work.
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